~I
Ancient Europe and America
Part 8
Celt ic Gods and the " Anubis cave"
({They worship as their divinity, Mercury in particular, and have many
images of him, and regard him as the inventor of all arts, they consider him
the guide of their journeys and marches, and believe him to have
great influence over the acquisition of gain and mercantile transactions.
Next to him they worship Apollo, and Mars, and Jupiter, and M ine rva;
respecting these deities they have for the most part the same belief as
other nations: that Apollo averts diseases, that Minerva imparts the
invention of manufactures, that Jupiter possesses the sovereignty of the
heavenly powers; that Mars presides over wa rs. To him, w hen th ey have
determined to engage in battle, they commonly vow those things which
they shall take in war. " {Caesar, The Gallic Wars, chapter 17}
The Romans had a tendancy to Lat inize foreign names. Unfortun ate ly,
Caesar does not give the Celtic names for the Roman ones. However,
thanks to Gallo-Roman epigraphy, it is possible to restore the names of the
gods in this list:
Mercury =Lugus (Lugh, Llew) / Cernunnos (Finn)/ Teutates; Apollo =
Belenos / Belos / Grannos {Bile / Diancecht / Aongus / Mac Og, Beli}; Mars
Ogmios {Ogma, Owain} / Camulos {Cumhail}/ Esus; Jupiter = Taranis /
Succelos {Dagda, Bran}; M inerva Rosmerta / Brigindo / Epona {Brigit /
M acha, Arianrod / Rhiannon}.

=

=

List of theonyms (god names) at the "Anubis Caves":
Og, Ogios, the ({Youth" is one of the names of Belos or Belenos as a youth.
In Irish myths he was known as Mac Og < Maqos Ogios ({son of youth". He
was also known as Aongus < Oinogustios ({the first choice". In Gaul, he was
called M aponos, and M abon in Welsh.
Belos, is a very ancient pan-Indoeuropean sun god. In Ireland he was called
Bile and in Wales, he was called Beli Mawr. The god had many othe r na mes
such as Belenos and Grannos. The name is also akin to Bellona w ho was a
Gaulish war goddess.
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The Anubis Cave Sheila Na Gig Gaelic Fertility Goddess. After a photo by C.
Lehrburger.

The Grave Creek Stone
This tablet was excavated in 1838 from aburial chamber found at the base
of Mammoth Mound -in Moundsvil'le West Virginia.
Hu McCulluch wrote: Thanks for your read on Grave Creek. There may not be much to
it,
but it's the first coherent old-world-like inscription found in N. Am.
You say the alphabet is Iberic Ca widely accepted candidate), but
what do you think the language is? Does anyone really know what sort
of language the ancient Iberic writers spoke?
Ed Smith of Coleraine OH is very critical of Barry Fell's reading of the
language as PUlle.
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The Grave Creek Tablet is West Virginia's most controversial archeological relic.
According to locallegend, the tablet, an engraved piece of sandstone measuring
approximately 1 1/2 by 2 inches, was discovered in the spring of 1838 when
Abelard Tomlinson and others first excavated Grave Creek Mound at
Moundsville. Although accounts differ slightly, all agree that the tablet was found
as laborers excavated near the mound's upper burial vault. Tomiinson, whose
family owned the mound, claimed to have found the stone under the floor of the
upper burial vault. Others who were present claimed to have found it themselves
or said that it was pulled from a wheelbarrow of dirt taken from around the upper
burial. At the time of its discovery, Tomlinson and the others did not attach any
significance to the tab let, believing the characters carved into one side of the
stone simply to be Indian hieroglyphs.
Soon after, however, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, an eminent ethnographer, studied
the tablet and became convinced that the characters were carved by Celts from
ancient Spain or Britain, rather than early American Indians. With this
pronouncement, the Grave Creek Tablet became the center of controversy.
Different scholars concluded that the characters resembled those in a variety of
ancient alphabets, including Tunisian, ancient Greek, Egyptian, Etruscan, and
Phoenician, as weil as those from Aigiers, Libya, and the African interior. Other
scholars, most notably archeologist Ephraim George Squier, denounced the
stone as a fraud. Despite years of study and debate, the origin of Grave Creek
Tablet was never conclusively resolved. The present location of the tablet is
unknown, although the Smithsonian Institution has four casts of it.
This Article was written by Lora Lamarre

The West Virginia Encyclopedia
http://www. wvencyclopedia.org/
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Photocopy of Seth Eastman drawing of Grave Creek Stone
fram Henry R. Schoolcraft Indian Tribes

0/ the United States, 1850,

by way of Barnhart (1986).

V+~·~ 1\ 41><
A DalTa DilTi DalTa L A i DalTa

)( <I>}<~~

Ce/Ge
DalTa
...alPa
U
Ce/Ge

R

•
ADaTiTaLAiTA A Ati Talaita (Talliates)
DaGe BaCe UROCi
ROAAI AdRGO

Translation
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0

C i/Gi

A, interjection 0', oh; a "to";
Tati < tatis "fathe r"·,
Talaita < Tal atis "bold one", Tala, "hardiness, boldness", "slope", "clayey
soil"; adj. tal/-os "taII, lofty"; talos "front, fore, forefront"; tal a < ta lla < to
alna "beyond" + -etes collective suffix for ethnonyms, Talliates ''The bold
ones", connoting "Those from beyond", name of a Celtic tribe from
Belgium;
Dage, vocative of dagos

="The good", "goodness";

Bace, vocative of bacos "beech, beech-tree"; bacos/baccos "smalI, young";
baccos "rounded-out, hollow object, container, t ub";
Uroci, genit ive case of uroicos « briar, heat h »; < Uroicoi "Those of the
bria r"·,
Roaai< roai < rouai pI. of roua "robur-oak"; ai - affirmative prefix;
AdRGo < adrigö < adreigö v. "to link, to bind"; ad reg/-os/-a/-on adj.
"valiant, important, correctness, exactness"; ad-regos "with rank".
A tati Talaita dage bace uroci roai adrigö. "To father Talatis, this good tub of
briar, the robur-oaks to bind (with correctness).
If correct, t his translation is a eulogy for a funeral rite dedicated t o a certain
Talatis, buried in the Grave Creek mound of Moundsville, West Virginia.

Buckhorn, Kentucky, artifacts
BUCKHORN CAVE SHELTER ARTEFACTS
Iberia n Celtic Inscriptions
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According to Emeral Lykins, Compton, Kentucky, these items were dug up by one of the
local men either inside the Buckhorn site rock shelter or nearby. There are three
ingraved stones bearing what seem to be Iberian and Ogham inscriptions along with a
small jar also bearing the same markings.
Fig . l

Inscribed jar with sundia l

Transliteration (from delta to alpha):
R-Ä-Te/De- U (W

=consonantal U)/ N-R-U/N-Ce/Ge-Ä

Rate - Ur - Ugea

Translation:
Räte: Rata = "by Grace", instrumental case of Rata = "Grace ", the name of the goddess of Grace
or "guarantee ", if not: Rato

="regard", "though", "intent" , "purpose", "favour";

Ur: Ur = "(sacred ) Fire"; connoting adj . Uros/-a/-on = "pure", "fresh" ; t he goddess Ura, "the
Pure";
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Ugeä: theonyms, masculine, feminine and neutral genders Ugios / Ugia / Ugion

goddess Ugia

="the Circle "; c.n.n. Uges ="round thing";

Interpretation:

"By grace (by the Grace goddess), sacred fire, circle (goddess)."

Fig.2

Inscribed stone tablets

Transliteration (Ieft stone tablet - from top to bottom):

Ca/Ga-Bi/Pi-Ä-I
Gabiai
Translation:
Gabiai: pI. of Gabia; Gabios/-a/-on

= "seizer", "taker", "grabber";
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= "Circle"; the

Gabia: theonym Gabia

= ((Receptive", a Celtic goddess;

the name is also attested in other Indo-European cultures: Matka Gabia, the Polish goddess of
the home and hearth and lithuanian Gabija.

Transliteration (right stone tablet - from top to bottom):
Top line

Ci/Gi-R-Ce/Ge-N-R-Ä-N-Ce/Ge-D-A
Circen-Rangeda
Translation:
Circen: masculine personal name Circenos

= ((He of the harrier wind"; Circos = ((whirl wind",

((harrier wind"; Circios the Wind god;
Rängeda: v. Rengeti

= ((They extend"; Rangö /

Rengö

=((to extend";

Ränceta: v. Rinceti = "They obtain";

Middle line
I-Ä-Bi/Pi-H(X)-Ä-N~ B/P or Be/Pe-U or N-Ci/Gi

labixan-Puci /Buci
Translation:
läbixan: personal name labixan(os)/-a/-on = ((Enclosed One"; adj. iabicos/-a/-on > iabixos/-a/on

= ((enclosed"; adj. labos/-a/-on

="closed";

Buci: gen. Buci

= ((ofthe hollow"; Bucos = ((hollow"; Buccos = ((buck", ((he-goat", ((deer buck";

Puci: gen. Puci

=((of Puck"; Pucos = ((Puck", a little devil, elemental demon;

Bottom line

Te/De-H(X)-I-Bi/Pi-U-S-Bi/Pi-N-Bi/Pi-C/G-Ä-U
Dexibius-bin-bicau
Translation:
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Dexibus: adj. Dexibos < Dexsiuos/-a/-on
Bin: Bin(ios)

= "right", "right-hand";

="striker"; v. Binö ="to strike ";

Bicau: Bicau(os), Bicauos

= "penislike"; Bica = "penis";

Bigau: adj. Begau(os)/~a/-on = "curved", "bent"; v. Biguö = "to deviate".

Possible literallnterpretation:
Circen(e), The Harrier Wind, they obtain, labixan(e), the Enclosed One, of the Puck (Elf), right
hand striker to deviate.

Fig.3

Inscribed stone tablets (detail of Oghams)

Photo credits: Emeral Lykins, Compton, Kentucky

Transliteration of bottom stone Ogham:
M-a-S-C-o-C ...
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Mascoc: adj . Mascocos/-a/-on
She the Witch"

="pertaining to the Witch"; personal name Mascacos/-a ="He or

Masca / Masco = U(female) witch"

The Abercorn Petrog Iyph
The Abercorn Petroglyph was found not far from the Vermont border on the
Quebec side near the town of Abercorn. Abercorn, just north of Richford
Vermont, is located in Sutton County. Two rivers drain the area: Suton and
Claybank. Other Rock Art and megalithic sites were also found in this area
including the Viking inscription atop Mount Pinacle. The area was settled in 1792
by Thomas Spencer and was founded by a man trom New Hampshire, a Mr.
Thomas Shepperd, who built a saw mill there in 1797. In recent years, Gerard
Leduc explored the area and visited the site. Since it is very old, the local folk
attribute the Rock Art to the Indians, hence the "Ind ian Stone" of Vale Perkins.
But for Gerard Leduc there had to be another explanation. The typical non native
aspects of the stone, especially the alphabetical symbols and ogham-like marks,
caught his eye. From the lette rs, he judged the inscriptions to be Phoenician in
origin. Although his proposal does seem likely, it is my impression, because of
the Ogham, that the lettering could be Celtiberic. This being that these two
scripts are offen found together on other North American artifacts and
petroglyphs. On closer attention, a transliteration yielded an acceptable Old
Celtic translation. The image represents an anthropomorphic form resembling a
centaur and seems to be pointing to a certain direction.

Transliteration
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BMUAM-AB

BMUAM < bimuam v. bimö "to bring forth";
AB/AP< ab < apo preposition "from, since";
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\j\
U - I (VI: 6)

E

E-C/G

I

,\ l

s)

}) V (

/

JO
R

1- 0

U - I

1/

U- I- R - I - O

UI - ECS-IIEUI-RIO

UI < uei(os) {{ca1m, lull, quietness";
UI, numeral 6?;
ECS< ecs- prefix ex- ({out, out of, from"; ecsii < acsi(s) ({stony river;
IIEUI < ieui(os) "youth";
IIEUIRIO< ieuruö v. "to make and dedicate"; iuria "wooded mountain";
uirio< uirios adj. {{right, true"; uirioi {{of the men";
Rio< riö v. {{to love";
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GalshLA-CaTh-B(dau)-IShH-SDaU-E-IShOS

GalshLA< gaisla < geistlo{s) "hostage";
CaTh < eathos adj. "eruel"; punning with eatus "eornbat, strife";
B{dau) < bedau "to, for, with, by, the grave"
dative/eornitative/instrurnental ease of bedauon > bedon, bedu, bedo
"grave, pit";
IShH < is / ios "he, hirn"; "to, for, with, by, the
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SDa U / SDaU < sedau / sidau dative/comitative/instrumental case of sidos
"to, for, with, by, the Otherworld"; or < sidauos "of peace, of the
Otherworld, of the fairies, pertaining to the Otherworld"; seduo, siduo
"peace";
SDaUEIOS < sidauios "he of peace, of the fairies, of the Otherworld";
E < eb, ep, ex "without/; or < ed / id "this that;
IShOS< isos adj. "Iow, down, downward".
Translation

BM UAM AB UI ECS-IIEUIRIO (uirioi) GalshLA-CaTh-B(dau)-IShH-SDaU-E
IShOS. "Bring forth from quietness (six) out of the stony river, youth to
dedicate (at wooded mountain), right of the men (love) a hostage, cruel
(co mbat, strife), the grave fo r him for th e Otherworld that (is) low
(downward).

FRONT

Celtiberian coin showing on front side Augustus Caesar surrounded by the Sky Vault and Sun
Wheel and a winged centaur capped with Mercury's heimet on the reverse side.
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Notes:

1.

Mn or Mlle, also called Mlle Easpain, "Soldier of Spain"; the name is
from the Old root Celtic Miletos. The name Miletos was later
latinised as Milesius. The Irish also called him Golamh (< Galamos),
"Warrior". It was he who led the Iberian Milesians into Ireland. He is
described as a mercenary of eastern Pontic origin, that is, Scythian.
The Irish called Scythia all the lands east of the Alps. He was in the
service of Reafloir, the king of Scythia, and ma rried his daughter
Sea ng who gave him two sons: Donn and Airioch Feabhruadh.
Milesius fled to Egypt with his sons and followers when he
discovered that king Reafloir plotted to kill him. There, he took
service with the Pharaoh Nectanebus and married his daughter
Scota. With Scota, in Egypt, he had two more sons Eber and
Amai rge n. A third son was born on th e island of Irena near the coast
of Thrace. A fourth son, Colpa, was born on the island of Gotia. He
and his sons finally reach Spain where the settle. There, he learns of
the death of his nephew Ith slain by the sons of the Irish Ogma, Mac
Cecht, Mac Cuill and Mac Greine and decides to avenge him by
conquering Ireland. He does not make it to Ireland although his w ife
Scota dies there afte r she was killed in the war agai nst the Tuat ha De
Danaan. His sons, the Milesians finally took Ireland and founded a
new dynasty referred to in the Book of Conquests of IreJand as t he
"Age of Mlle". (Peter Berresford Eins in A Dictionary of Irish
Mythology, p. 169)
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Chapter VI

The Brythonic Connection
The Brythonic Celts - Welsh, Cornish and
Bretons
There has been much debate to the possibility of Welsh, Breton, or even
ancient British visitors, coming to the New World; the prince Madog
(Madoc) Owain / Mandan Indian connection is often mentioned.
Madoc ap Owain Gwynedd, son of Owain Gwynedd king of North Wales, is
believed to have trave"ed to America around 1170, some 320 odd years
before Columbus' venue. According to the British writer and journalist
Richard Deacon, in Madoc and the Discovery 0/ America:
"Prince Madoc ab Owain Gwynedd son of a king of Wa les, was born in 1150
the story goes. He sailed from Wales and landed near the present site of
Mobile, Alabama. He returned home, and then made another voyage to the
continent. This ti.me he went up the Alabama River and other streams, and
then disappeared in the wilds of what is now Tennessee. But a traveler's
account of the 1800's teUs of fair-skinned Indians in that area who spoke
some Welsh words and put sentences together in the way Welsh people
do."
Other researchers have tried to tie the Brandenburg stone in with the
Madoc expedition but were confounded by the Coelbren alphabet's
authenticity declared fake by competent scholars. Therefore, anyone who
thinks to have identified Coelbren inscribed on pre-eighteenth century
artifacts, of any time and place, is quickly debunked.
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However, to assume that, at some early or later time, British Celts made it
to America is far from exaggerated. As we will see in the following ch apter,
records from French sea ports do mention a Breton pres ence around and
near Newfoundland prior to the Jacques Cartier and John Cabot visit s. Let's
not forget that the Breton people of Armorica speak a Brythonic language
akin to Cornish and Welsh and that they were very weil acquainted with
them . Indeed, all these languages, like old Ga ulish, belong to the P-Celtic
linguistic branch. This explains why the W elsh called th emselves the Cym ri
(from Combroges "Compatriots") in their own tongue and no longer si mply
Brythoniaid (Brettanoi < Pritenoi I Pretanoi "Clay coated, Chalky") that is, "those
of the (chalk) Land". The name Welsh (cf. Walloon in Flemish) is the Anglo
Saxon version of the Latin name Gallicus for "Cock-like", the pejorative name
given to the Celts (from Celtoi "the Eminent"). For the Welsh, Brittany was called
Llydaw (Litauia / Letauia ({mainland, long coast") ({the continent ({.
The name Brython has no cultural or linguistic ties to the Roman name
Brutus. Tra ditionally, the Romans had a tendency to assimilate conquered
nations by incorporating them into they own founding myths. It is rather
ironie that the name of the Roman admiral who defeated t he navy of t he
Armorican league should be given to the British Celts. This practice of name
attribution, typical in Roman Antiquity, was then later picked up by
historia ns such as the cleric Gerald of Wales (c. 1146 - c. 1223, Gerallt
Gymro in Welsh, also known as Giraldus Cambrensis in Latin and Gerald de
Barri in French).
So, by the late medieval times, Welsh identity was thoroughly blended into
the Latinist mindset of the Church. And it is this essence that permeates the
culture as Gerald of Wales describes in his Journey through Wales and the
Description of Wales (chap. VII, Origin ofthe names Cambria and Wales):
"Cambria was so called from Camber, son of Brutus, for Brutus, descending
from the Trojans, by his grandfather, Ascanius, and father, 5i1vius, led the
remn ant of the Trojans, w ho had long been detained in Greece, into this
western isle; and having reigned many years, and given his name to the
country and people, at his death divided the kingdom of Wales between his
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three sons. To his eldest son, Locrinus, he gave that part of the island which
lies between the rivers Humber and Severn, and which from him was called
Loegria. To his second son, Albanactus, he gave the lands beyond t he
Humber, wh ich took from him the name of Albania. But to his youngest
son, Camber, he bequeathed all that region which lies beyond t he Severn,
and is called after him Ca mbria; hence the country is prope rly and truly
called Ca mbria, and it s inhabitants Ca mbrians, or Cambrenses. Some assert
t hat their name was derived from CAM and GRAECO, that is, distorted
Greek, on account of the affinity of t heir languages, contracted by their
long residence in Greece; but this conjecture, t hough plausible, is not weil
founded on truth. The name of Wales was not derived from Wallo, a
general, or Wandolena, the queen, as the fabulous history of Geoffrey
Arthurius falsely rnaintains, because neither of these personages are to be
found amongst the Welsh; but it arose from a barbarian appellat io n. The
Saxons, when they seized upon Britain, called this nation, as they did all
foreigners, Wallenses; and thus the barbarous name remains to the people
and their country".

On the Antiquity of the Coelbren y Beirdd - T he
Bardie Alphabet
In 1913, Professor J. Morris Jones at the University College of North Wales
in Bangor, in his A Welsh Grammar, Historical and Comparative, wrote that:
"Welsh, in all its periods, have been written in the Latin alphabet".
True that the British Celts, later known as Welsh to the English, were
thoroughly romanized. As areminder, a good example of the usage of the
Latin alphabet by the early Welsh is seen on ancient British coinage and
monuments. It is also true that it is very difficult to find proof to the
existence of the Coelbren Bardie alphabet before publication of the
Barddas in 1862 by Edward Williams' son, John Williams (Bard Taliesi n ab
Ithel or 1010). The priest and antiquarian, Rev. John Williams, also founded
with Harry Longueville Jones the Cambrian Archaeological Association and
its journal, Archaeologia Cambrensis which he edited up until 1853.
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Along with the weaver-dyer John Bradford (1706-1785), Edward Williams
belonged to a cirde of antiquarian bard poets who were active in upland
Glamorgan. There, they collected and adapted manuscripts, traditions and
oral lore, of the bardic lineages. Williams, a crafty writer and imaginative
poet became convinced that he was in possession of authentic teachings of
the ancient Druids and Bards. Ironically, the bardic schools, incorporated
and assimilated into Medieval Christianity, were the only surviving pagan
druidic institutions. The Welsh, along with the other Celts, ding hard to
thek past memories guarding them secretly alive. It is not improbable that
the literary ban on esoteric teachings by the Druid derics was passed on to
the medieval Christianized bards.
As is mentioned in the Pre/ace for the Barddas (p. xx - xxi) Edw ard Williams
(alias 1010 Morganwg) does admit to a code of secrecy within the bardic
community and refuses to accept the accusation of forgery:
((We trust that these reasons are sufficient to justify us in our condusion,
that 1010 Morganwg had nothing whatever to do with the original
compilation of the main documents, which form the present collection, and
that he merely transcribed older materials, which from some sources or
other had fallen into his hands. Failing the attempt to convict 1010
Morganwg as a literary impostor, the sceptics of the present day profess to
discover the sources in question in the Eisteddvodau, which were held
subsequently to the beginning of the 15th century, more especially those of
1570, 1580, and 1681. A body of curious matter is found to exist,
purporting to have come down to us, through the medium of the Chair of
Glamorgan, as genuine remains of the theology and usages of the Bards.
This is an incontrovertible fact. Again, history notes w ith equal sternness
the authorization, at the above mentioned Congresses successively, of wh at
was likewise called Bardism: and the not unnatural inference is, that they
are one and the same. But, apparently for no other reason than that the
code thus promulgated was not formally committed to writing before, a
higher origin is denied to it, and of course the Bards of those periods, leuan
ab Hywel Swrdwal, Gwilym Tew, Lewys Morganwg, Meurig Davydd, Davydd
Benwyn, Llywelyn Sion, Davydd Llwyd Mathew, Edward Davydd, and
others, are boldly charged with being its sole inventors".
Old drawing of Edward Williams qualified as Bardd Braint a Oe/od ((Bard of
Rights and Cutoms", also known as 1010 Morganwg or Ned of Clamorgan
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From J. Williams' Barddas on Lyywellyn Sion pp. lxxxiii -lxxxiv:
INASMUCH as Llywelyn Sion of Llangewydd was the person, by whom
principally the present Collection of Bardism was made, the following brief
Memoir of him may not be out of place here, or unacceptable to our
readers.
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between him and Sion Mowddwy, it would appear that he held a
subordinate office--that of crier--in the law court of Glamorgan. This
position brought hirn into contact with many of the gentry and men of
influence in the country, who invited him to their houses, and, byallowing
him access to their libraries, afforded him facilities of gratifying the il iterary
bent of his mind. He was in particular acquainted with S,i r Edward ManseIl,
who, about 1591, wrote an excellent "account of the conquest of
Glamorgan." Sir Edward speaks of him under the name of "Lewelyn John,"
as a painstaking and respectable writer. It would appear that Sir Edward
himself was a diligent collector of old Welsh MSS. According to Sion
Bradford, he was also in much esteem at Rhaglan Castle; he says that it was
from thence that he copied most of his writings, Sir William Herbert having
made there a collection of the most valuable Welsh MSS., which were
afterwards ruthlessly destroyed by fire in the time of Oliver Cromwell.
Indeed, Llywelyn Sion himself, at p. 224 of the 1st volume of this work,
confesses as much, and expresses hi,s unbounded ob'l igation to "the lord
William Herbert, ear'l of Pembroke," for giving him permission to make
extracts from ancient and rare Books in the Castle of Rhaglan. He presided
in the Chair of Glamorgan A.D. 1580, and it was then that his arrangement
received the sanction of Gorsedd . His "Cyfrinach Beirdd Ynys Prydain,"
which formed apart of his Collection, is beyond question an excellent and
invaluable treatise on Welsh versification, and one which ought to be
widely known beyond the limits of the Principality. Indeed, a New Edition,
with a translatioll, of this work, would form a very appropriate sequel to
BARDISM. Sion Bradford says that he was an excellent teacher to many of
the poets of his time, as weil as to other Welsh Hterati. It would seem from
some Englynion, which he composed, that, when far advanced in years, he
gave his Books to his young disciple Edward Davydd of Margam . At the end
of one of his collections, entitled "lIyfr Hir Llanharan," is written, "Fy Ilaw i,
Llywelyn Sion, 0 Langewydd, hyd ymma, Tach. y 27. 1613;" after wh ich
follows the handwriting of Edward Davydd. According to Watkin Powell, he
composed a Book, which he designated, "Atgofion Gwybodau yr Hen
Gymry," being a treatise on the poetry, genealogy, memorials, medicine,
agriculture, law, handicraft, and chemistry of the Ancient Cymry. This he
sent to London to be printed, but meanwhile the author died, and the Book
was lost. According to one authority, his death took place in 1615, but two
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The Peithynen or "wooden frame" displaying a poem in Coelbren commemorating
1010 Morganwg mad e f or the Llango"en Eisteddfod of 1858. The museologists of
the National Museum of Wales term the Coelbren y Beirdd as: "false bardic
alphabet". After a photo from Amgueddfa Cymru, Th e National Museum of Wales.

Oddly, in the Epigraphic Saciety Occasianal Papers (Table of Contents,
Volume 19, 1990), Barry Fell, w ho was no stranger for wild declarations,
free assumptions and liberal guesswork, also reported that the Coelbren
Bardic alphabet was "invented by an antiquarian in the later part of the
18th century". The ESOP journal gives in three pages the following as an
abstract to its article (American Ogam or Welsh Caelbren y Beirdd?, Barry
Fell & Marshall Payn, val. 19, pp. 148-150) which misquotes Williams name
for Wilson:
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"Fell replies to Alan Wilson's who suggests that many so-caUed Ogham (or
Ogam) inscriptions in the US and the British Is'les, as weil as Etruscan and
Phrygian inscriptions, are all in Old Welsh and in the ancient script of the
Welsh bards known as Coelbren y Beirdd. Fell pOli nted out that the latter
was not ancient, but a spurious alphabet probably invented by Edward
Wilson (sic)in the ,Iate 18th or early 19th century. Although regarded as a
fabricator and a forger, Wilson's brilliance as a scholar and Romantic poet
was nevertheless recognized".
Here is Marshall Payn's conclusion to his interview with Barry Fell on p.
150:
"It is clear from the foregoing discussion that, in the opinion of leading
scholars and authorities on the Welsh language, the so-ca lied Coelbren y
Beird is not an ancient alphabet. It is the fabrication of an antiquarian in the
later part of the ei,ghteenth century. Almost all ancientinscript'ions of
Wales are in either Latin or Irish Ogam, or bilinguali in both, and related to
the fact that the Irish invaders occupied western Wales during the dark
ages" .
Or as the editor and independent researcher Wayne May remarked in This
Land (Volume 4: America 2,000 B. C. to 500 A. D.):
"Critics or proponents of its Old World provenance unanimously concurred
that the featured script was composed of the Hebrew alphabets, but no one
could have known of the Coelbren alphabet or even the Khumric language
for translation. I was made aware of this obscure alphabet and its language
for the first time in 1989. The former had been dismissed as "fake" by the
pioneering cultural diffusionist, Dr. Barry Felll, who quoted a British author
to the effect that Coelbren had been invented by an anonymous bard as
recently as the 19th Century. I knew better, however, that Coelbren was
familiar to Sir Thomas Bodl'ey who placed a copy of it in Oxford's Bodelian
Library during the 14205".
Here, Mr. May was probably quoting from memory and either got the name
or the date mixed: Thomas Bodley during 1420s? During the reign of
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Queen Elizabeth First, Thomas Bodley (1545-1613) was a renowned English
diplomat, Fellow of Merton College and in 1598, rescuer of the Bodleian
Library of Oxford University. What Mr. May is probably referring to are the
documents preserved at the library known as the Bodleian alphabets.
One of the series reported in the Cambrian Journal (no. I" vol. V., January
1855) are runes and a second illustrating an alphabet greatly resembling
Edward Williams' Coelbren of the Bards.
For the reader's sake, I will demonstrate both for comparison.

The Bodleian alphabets bearing rune variants.

Just as many commentators of the past remarked, in no way can these
examples of Bodleian alphabets taken from a stone on Watling Street in
Kent be mistaken for anything but runes. There is a second inscripti on
which, however, cannot be mistaken for runes.
J.O. Westford of Hammersmith, in a comment published in the Cambrian
Journal (dated January 15, 1855), wrote:
"I am also weil acquainted with the Watling Street carved stone and its
genuine Runic inscription, having published an illustrated account, wit h the
reading of the inscription, in the Journal of the Archaeologicallnstitute for
1853, p. 82. It is not Anglo-Saxon Runic, but Scandinavian. It consists of
twenty-six letters, instead of fifteen as given by Mr. Beaumont, whose
sketch is so faulty that it ought not be published. The letters in the two
lines are opposed to each other, the bottom of the letters of the upper line
being dose to the bottom (not the top) of the letters of the lower line. The
stone in question is at least six centuries later than the Roman occupation
in England. It therefore proves nothing more than that somewhere about
the time of King Cnut (or Canute, as he is commonly called,) a Scandinavian
of rank died, and was buried near St. Paul's in London
lJ

•

The t ext accompanying the second illustration reads as folIo ws:
"In t he meantime the Watling Street inscription, with the dark blue f ace of
its stone (British colour), and its site, nearly a mile west of the Roman city,
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and in the midst of British, Kentish or Kennish topography, gives the so
much desired base of archaeological argument in these days of objective
science. The Watling Street inscription forms the margin of emblazonry in
bold free outline, depicting a dragon; the two lines omitting in the outer
line two figures, wh ich seem paneling, or border, separating on either side
these outer Il etters from the two central, are something like the following":

j[
P r1 .1"

J,+I .t'tI

J. ~

\I')=

--t-i-

The "Bodelian alphabet" of Watling street, Kent, showing great similarity
with Williams' Coelbren Bardic alphabet. From reference Auct. F. IV. 32 and
Bodl. 572 are given.
In heraldry, the dragon is traditionally the emblem of Wales and its
monarch. If the Watling Street was inscribed using the "Bodelian alphabet"
during the reign of the Danish king Cnut in the 10th c. as J.O. Westford
proposed in 1855, then this implies that some form of Coelbren was
occasionally used up until the 990s. Joseph M onard in a monograph
entitled Notice sur les Coelbreni, «on the origins of the Coelbren», mentions
that the oldest form of the alphabet found was at Pontyprydd, Wales,
dating from the late Medieval Ages. He also went on to me ntion that these
same twenty or so old characters also appear in Gaulish numismatics and
epigraphy. Monard sees it as proof that the Lepontic Cisalpine Celtic script
was carried over the Alps into Gaul and Britain. Following this clue, if one
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was to use the Celtic script to read the Watling Street inscription this is
what it should yield:

PH 1\ t '-t I=- tH ~,,1 J.. t~o ~ iR

0

A

UDIT
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W

0

eH

A

T

W

L •

M

T

Ro aude uocatul. Ro aude uocatlo. Mt: Ro "pro, for, very, great (intense)",
aude accusative of audos "lord (priviledged"), uocatlo / uoctlo
"utterance, word". Mt< Mat "good, good deed, service". Engilish
translation: "For the Lord (this) utterance. Good (deed)".
If Monard is right, then this adapted form of Lepontic script should also pop
up in Celto-British epigraphy. This should not come as a surprise since
Britain was traditionally at the center of Celtic culture. Julius Caesar reports
that the Gallic Druids traveilled there in order to perfect their training. "This
institution is supposed to have been devised in Britain and to have been
brought over from it into Gaul; and now those who desire to gain a more
accurate knowledge of that system generally proceed thither for the
purpose of studying it (Gallic Wars, Book VI, Chapter 13)".
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